
CONFLICT-SENSITIVE AND PEACE
PROMOTING BUSINESS PRACTICE

Why care?
 

Conflict is on the rise. Currently more countries experience violent conflict than at any time in nearly 30

years.  Conflict has an impact on staff safety,  economic growth, access to consumers, qualified personnel

and stable responsible supply chains. Companies can play a role in reducing conflict. Your products,

services, operations and stakeholder relations influence conflict dynamics in fragile countries both positively

and negatively. Responsible companies contribute to development and stability by providing decent jobs,

offering services and paying taxes.   Unfortunately, economic activities can also increase tension, for

example over land rights, environmental pollution or access to jobs and benefits. By understanding the

conflict drivers and making limited changes in your processes, you can improve staff safety, reduce

operational interruptions and increase the likelihood that your activities positively contribute to peace and

stability.

About PeaceNexus
 

PeaceNexus, a Swiss private foundation, engages

with companies to raise awareness about how

operations impact conflict and to jointly define

interventions that improve business practice. We co-

created and provided seed capital for the Cadmos

Peace Investment Fund. 

 

As a shareholder, we continuously engage with the

portfolio companies. Furthermore, our   regional

offices in West Africa, Western Balkans, Central Asia

and Myanmar provide conflict-expertise to

companies. 

 

We act as independent intermediary between

companies, local stakeholder groups and

peacebuilding experts. To protect this independence,

we do not seek payment for our advisory service and

expect companies, if they want to move ahead after

our initial discussions and workshops, to contract

external service providers directly.

 
 

"The engagement of PeaceNexus with SAP via

the Cadmos Peace Investment Fund was

instrumental in raising our awareness about

our contribution to peacebuilding and SDG 16.

Their solid peacebuilding assessment on SAP

provided us with concrete recommendations

to further strengthen our contribution."

 

WILL RITZRAU, DIRECTOR OF SUSTAINABILITY

AT SAP

Examples of experts on this topic

https://www.shiftproject.org/


 
 

 

Peacebuilding Assessment: specifies your peacebuilding conducive policies and practices, provides

recommendations for further improvement and associated reporting on SDG 16

    

Workforce analysis: : analyzes tensions between different societal groups (ethnic, religious or political) in divided

societies and provides targeted guidance for communication, recruitment and termination  

     

Conflict-impact analysis: reviews a key supply chain or major infrastructure investment in a conflict-affected area.

Highlights influence of that intervention on conflict-dynamics and vise-versa and provides recommendations

    

Review of community investment in a conflict-affected area to avoid unintended negative impact driven for

example by  in/exclusion of certain groups.  Guidance on how community investments can contribute to stability

    

Evaluation of Human Rights practices (Impact Assessments and mitigating actions) with a conflict lens in fragile

countries. Stressing the importance of considering context and conflict dynamics in the area of operation 

    

Review of anti-bribery and anti-corruption policy by sharing best practices of working   in countries with high

corruption levels and weak governance/law enforcement 

     

Review of stakeholder engagement at national, global and sectoral level since some drivers of conflict, require a

group of actors to join forces (e.g. terrorism, corruption, conflict minerals)

     

Evaluate Product Stewardship and Customer Due Diligence since products/services can have unintended negative

impact and require greater customer due diligence in conflict-affected countries

 

Review security practices to avoid misuse of force by (private) security forces contracted by- or in support off- your

company. Guidance on how to closely engage affected community in security planning

Relevant interventions peacebuilding experts can support include: 

Workforce Analysis

Conflict-impact Analysis

Security Practices

How interventions add value 

Value to company Value to society

Reduced operational interruptions

Improved license to operate

Stronger staff motivation

Increased Staff Safety

Reduced operational interruptions

Reduced risks of human rights controversies

Improved license to operate

Increased Staff Safety

Improved license to operate

Examples

Stronger social cohesion

Greater inclusion

Community

engagement

Fewer violent incidents

Protection of human rights

Tailored security presence

Fewer violent incidents


